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Acronyms
CBOs		

-

Community Based Organisations

CCHN		

-

College of Community Health Nursing

EMA		

-

Effutu Municipal Assembly

GAFICS		

-

Ghana Association of Former International Civil Servants

GES		

-

Ghana Education Service

GPRTU		

-

Ghana Private Road Transport Union

JHS		

-

Junior High School

NGOs		

-

Non-Governmental Agencies

SACOST		

-

Centre for School and Community Science and Technology Studies

SHAPE		

-

Sanitation, Health, Attitude and Practices for Clean Environment

UEW		

-

University of Education, Winneba

UNIPRA		

-

University Practice School

WHO		

-

World Heal Organisation

IERIS		

-

Institute for Educational Research and Innovation Studies
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

S

HAPE Attitude Ghana is committed to enabling communities develop a culture of
keeping their surroundings clean all the time and has targeted children from age four
in kindergarten through to Junior Secondary School and churches.

Lack of resources have not permitted studies to be carried out to assess the impact of the
project’s activities. However, there are indicators which point to the fact that the project is
impacting on attitudes of some school pupils. Overall cleanliness on major streets of Winneba
town has improved as well as collection of waste to central disposal sites.
The Effutu Educational Directorate, SACOST of the University of Education, Winneba and
the College of Community Health Nursing have collaborated with SHAPE Attitude Ghana in
carrying out sensitisation messages to pupils and students.
There was a general feeling among the public that education or sensitisation was good but it
was about time sanitation laws were enforced to cement attitudinal change. SHAPE Attitude
Ghana has taken action by submitting a proposal to the Municipal Assembly on the way
forward.
Environmental clubs, called Zoomkids, were launched in Winneba at a durbar of the World
Environmental Day in June 2017 by Zoomlion Foundation upon invitation of SHAPE Attitude
Ghana and the Centre for School and Community Science and Technology Studies (SACOST)
Radio Peace FM station in Winneba has been a very strong advocate of educational and
sensitisation messages on sanitation to the public. The Radio’s intervention contributed to
some of the gains achieved on sanitation in Winneba.
Within the same year, the Organisation’s accounts for 2015 and 2016 were audited and
annual returns submitted to Registrar General’s Department.
Lack of adequate financial resources still remains a challenge to the Organisation.
Notwithstanding this challenge, the Organisation managed to implement activities such as
observing the World Environmental Day, marking the third anniversary of SHAPE Attitude
Ghana and visiting the schools to give sensitisation talks. A significant activity undertaken
was mounting of bill boards in Winneba town with educational messages on indiscriminate
littering, open defaecation and protecting the environment.
A one room office for the organisation was rented and furnished in the last quarter of 2017.
It is expected that the project will have at least two full time personnel from the National
Service Secretariat at post to help in scaling up our activities. Apart from the schools and
churches, a house to house campaign will be embarked upon.
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SHAPE ATTITUDE GHANA

2017 ANNUAL REPORT
1. Introduction
SHAPE Attitude Ghana marked its third anniversary in June 2017 and by end December
2017, it had operated for three years and six months. This is the third annual
report covering the period from January to December 2017 to present the status of
implementation of activities, finances, challenges and future perspectives.
SHAPE Attitude Ghana is committed to enabling communities develop a culture of
keeping their surroundings clean all the time. The specific objectives are to: promote
change in attitude for clean environment; develop a sustained habit of maintaining good
sanitary conditions; build a mindset of clean environment; and contribute to reduction in
incidence of diseases related to dirty environment.
The primary target group is children from the age of four in kindergarten through to Junior
Secondary School and churches. The “catch them young” approach is being adopted.
Although studies are yet to be carried out to assess the impact of the project activities,
there are indicators which point to the fact that the project is impacting on the attitude
of some school pupils and the overall cleanliness on the major streets of Winneba town.
Call in programmes to Radio Peace where the callers talk about children questioning
parents and hawkers about indiscriminate littering and citing of SHAPE Attitude’s
message is an example. Littering in schools have dropped considerably.

2. Audited accounts and renewal of licences
The 2015 and 2016 accounts were audited by B Omane-Antwi Consult, Chartered
Accountants and the annual returns for 2015 and 2016 submitted to the Registrar
General General’s Department in 2017. A penalty was paid for delay in submitting the
2015 and 2016 returns.
The NGO licence was renewed timely with the Department of Social Welfare at the
beginning of 2017.

1
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3. Implementation of sensitisation and awareness
activities
The major activities carried out were celebration of the third anniversary of SHAPE
Attitude Ghana and the World Environment Day, mounting of bill boards with messages
on littering, open defecation and sanitation in general, a talk at the University of
Education Winneba and the College of Community Health Nursing and the usual visits
to schools.

3.1. Third anniversary of SHAPE Attitude Ghana and the World
Environment Day (WED)
SHAPE Attitude Ghana celebrated its third anniversary in June 2017 alongside
the event marking the World Environment Day organised by SACOST. The
activities organised to mark these two events were a parade of school pupils,
inauguration of Zoomkids Clubs by Zoomlion Foundation and a grand durbar.
Stakeholders including community leaders, representative of the Vice Chancellor
of University of Education, Winneba, the Municipal Chief Executive of the Effutu
Municipality, Chief Executives of Organisations associated with the environment
and representative of A&C Development Company, a strong supporter of SHAPE
Attitude Ghana based in Accra, were in attendance. Also in attendance was
Gracelove Creations students, a fashion design school. The proprietor of the
school provided material support for the event and physically participated in the
events.

3.2. Mounting of bill boards
Four bill boards, out of the twelve planned, with messages on littering and open
defecation were mounted at vantage points in Winneba in the last quarter of
2017. The Effutu Municipal Assembly did well by approving twelve locations for
the bill boards and waived the permit fee.

3.3. Talk at the University of Education, Winneba and College of Community Health Nursing
The University of Education, Winneba, invited SHAPE Attitude Ghana to give
sensitisation talks to freshers at its annual orientation programme for first year
undergraduate and graduate students for the 2017/2018 academic year. The
same talk was given to first year students of the College of Community Health
Nursing at the invitation of the College.

3.4. Basic schools’ activities
Sensitisation in basic schools continued in eighteen schools of which two, Baptist
Academy and PAMO International Preparatory School, were the first time that
2
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SHAPE Attitude Ghana visited during the year under reporting. SHAPE Attitude
Ghana attended the speech day of PAMO Preparatory and graduation ceremony
of Baptist Academy where the message of clean environment was delivered to
the pupils.
The first SHAPE ambassadors were formed at the PAMO Preparatory School at
Jukwa.

3.5. Facilitating community participation in children’s well being
SHAPE Attitude Ghana was invited to give a talk on sanitation at a forum at Gomoa
Ohua near Gomoa Dawurampong, off Apam Junction. The forum, which was
organised by Radio Peace, Winneba, had the theme “Community Participation
in Children’s wellbeing.” It formed part of series of community activities in
collaboration with UNICEF, Radio Peace, Ghana Health Service, School Health
Education Programme of the Ghana Education Service, Environmental Health
Unit and Chiefs of Gomoa Ohua. The project is using community radio to facilitate
community participation in children’s wellbeing. A wide range of areas were
covered at the forum among them were immunisation, use of impregnated
mosquito nets, birth certificates, school going age, teenage pregnancy, breast
feeding, regular food for kids, hand washing, countering diarrhoea and open
defaecation.
Radio Peace Winneba organised its annual end of year party for children and as
usual invited SHAPE Attitude Ghana to give a talk on sanitation to the children.

4. Acquisition of equipment and other materials		
Production of posters and bag stickers dropped in 2017. However, different other types
of educational materials such as placards and a banner were produced. For the year
under review, 200 posters, 1,000 bag stickers and 33 bins were acquired as against 700
posters, 5,900 bag stickers, 2,000 flyers and 50 bins acquired in 2016 and 859 posters,
200 bag stickers and 79 bins in 2015. There were no t-shirts produced in 2016 and
2017.
The organisation rented a one room office and furnished it in the last quarter of 2017
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5. Funding
A total of GHC16,692.5 was donated to SHAPE Attitude Ghana in 2017 as compared to
GHC4,471 in 2016 and GHC25,117 in 2015. Refer to annex 5 for list of donors in 2017.
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A greater proportion of the 2015 to 2017, fifty-eight per cent, were from external
sources, mainly from three individuals. For 2017, sixty two per cent of the funds came
from external sources while thirty eight per cent was from domestic source. Refer to
chart 3. Without the external support, it would have been difficult to run the project.

Individuals instead of organisations have been the backbone of the organisation with
respect to funding. From the domestic sources, only twenty-one per cent came from
organisations while seventy-nine per cent came from individuals for the period 2015 to
2017. For 2017, twenty-five percent came from organisations with seventy-five percent
from individuals. Refer to figure 4.
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In terms of earmarking, twenty-five per cent of the funds received in 2017 was tied
to specific activities with the remaining seventy-five per cent not tied. For the period
2015 to 2017, fifteen per cent was for specified activities and eighty-five per cent for
unspecified activities. The 2015 figures were 5 per cent for specified and 95 per cent
for unspecified.

6. Income and expenditure
The total income for 2017 came to GHC20,097.76 including GHC3,405.26 carried
over from 2016, while total expenditure was GHC19,826.17, showing a surplus of
GHC271.59. The short fall in funding for 2016 activities was covered with surplus from
2015.
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Administrative expenses constituted forty per cent of the total expenses in 2017 for
two reasons. First, the audit fees of GHC2,115 for 2015 and 2016 were charged in 2017.
Second, transportation cost was high due to frequent travel. In fact, the transportation
cost for November and December 2017 was not even charged to the project.

7. Challenges
Support from the Effutu Municipal Assembly, not really in monetary terms but
mobilising the communities, has not been forth coming as expected. Consequently,
the impact that the project would have made was not realised.
An exceedingly high expectation of some stakeholders wanting to see change in
attitude over a rather short period and without it, they tend to lose hope. However,
results in attitudinal change cannot be manifested within a year or two unless some
drastic measures are adopted which may not be sustainable.
Inadequate material, financial and human resources continue to hamper progress of
the project.
Areas that support is needed are educational materials, trophies for awards, meetings
and transportation costs. Also needed is collaboration and commitment of certain key
stakeholders, especially the Municipal Assembly, to move the project forward.
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8. Conclusions
SHAPE Attitude Ghana is all about changing attitudes and mind set of individuals and
communities towards environmental cleaners, an objective that will take quite some
time to achieve. The success and the time frame to achieve the objective depend
largely on political will of the authorities and the support of all other stakeholders.
Inadequate resources have rendered it impossible to undertake a study to measure
results of the project but there are indirect indicators which point to the fact that the
project is making an impact.

8.1. Educational institutions
i. There is a decrease in littering on some basic school compounds which is
attributed to the intervention of SHAPE Attitude project according to feedback
from both pupils and teachers from the schools. Pupils draw the attention of
their deviant colleagues or friends to desist from the practice of littering or report
them to their teachers.
ii. Disposal or dumping grounds still pose a challenge to the schools. Dumping sites
where the schools have to empty the bins were difficult to find. In situations
where the bins have to be emptied by the local authorities, the schools lacked the
funds to pay for the service. The local authority, namely the Municipal Assembly,
and the schools through the Education Directorate have to put a mechanism in
place to ensure that bins are emptied regularly.
iii. Functioning sanitation clubs in schools can go a long way in making a greater
impact with attitudinal change. Unfortunately, Zoomlion Foundation launched
such clubs in Winneba, the project site, but did not do any follow up nor provide
the resources for their effective operations.
iv. Competitions among the schools would also help. Individuals and organisations
would be mobilised for the needed resources to organise them.

8.2. Religious societies
i. The contribution of religious societies in changing attitudes and practices of the
communities on indiscriminate littering and dumping of refuse cannot be over
emphasised. Interaction with some religious heads and their members have all
come to the conclusion that the state of sanitation in the country was poor and
needed to be addressed through attitudinal change, one of the main causative
factors.
ii. Increased awareness through sensitisation is the way forward to the challenge.
The religious societies have to come together and make it one of their priorities
among the “moral” and “spiritual” issues they preach about to protect the
environment. The associations in the churches have a role to play in this regard.
8
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8.3. Community level
i. The continued airing of SHAPE Attitude messages by Radio Peace, and their
regular programme on sanitation and general concerns from the communities
contributed to mounting pressure on the authorities to take remedial measures
on collection of rubbish.
ii. Inadequate infrastructure such as trash bins at vantage points have not helped
the cause of reducing littering and indiscriminate dumping. It is a concern of the
communities which requires the Municipal Assembly to address.
iii. Collective responsibility of individuals, households and communities could help
change attitudes and practices. Therefore, community sensitisation, surveillance
and indeed community sanctions would be helpful. Community leaders and local
authorities have a role to play.
iv. SHAPE Attitude Ghana will continue with the sensitisation drive targeting the
young population from three to four years. The hope is that the young will grow
up with a mindset for clean environment and give due consideration to waste
management. It is also hoped that with time the young would constitute pressure
group to demand accountability from the adults for clean environment.

8.4. Municipal level
i. Much as education and sensitisation is a way of getting the communities to change
their attitude and practices towards environmental cleanliness, enforcement of
sanitation laws can reinforce the educational messages. The communities share
this view strongly in tackling the sanitation problem. The Municipal Assembly has
a critical role to play in this and SHAPE Attitude Ghana has taken a step in this
direction but the Assembly has not been responsive to the proposal.
ii. There should be regular and timely collection of waste at the collection points to
the dumping site. This is the responsibility of the Assembly and Zoomlion, a waste
management company.
iii. Sorting and recycling of waste should be encouraged but this will require basic
infrastructure such as different and adequate bins labelled for the different waste
and placed at strategic points in town.
iv. Collaboration of the Municipal Assembly with SHAPE Attitude Ghana was not encouraging. Even where there was little or no financial implications on the part
of the Assembly, they were reluctant to join hands with SHAPE Attitude Ghana.
The situation led to loss of financial support which would otherwise have come
to support the proposal. The Municipal Assembly has to change its attitude and
see SHAPE Attitude Ghana as a partner for a common objective of protecting the
environment.
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ANNEX 1
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT: JANUARY – DECEMBER 2017
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Annex 2
List of schools visited
Name
1. Baptist Academy
2. PAMO International School
3. Zion Schools A & B
4. Methodist B JHS
5. H&E KG, Primary and JHS
6. Effutu Municipal Assembly
School
7. Ansarudeen Islamic Schools
8. UNIPRA South Campus KG
9. UNIPRA South Campus, JHS,
A&B
10. UNIPRA South Campus,
Inclusive
11. UNIPRA South Campus,
C&D
12. Don Bosco Cath. Prim.
Boys, Girls, & KG
13. Seventh Day Adventist KG
& Prim.
14. Ampah Preparatory School
15. Mothers’ Unique Love
School
16. Uncle Rich Preparatory
School
17. Presbyterian Primary
School
18. St Paul Preparatory School

Contact Person
Mr Benjamin Mensah
Mr Amofa Appiah
Mr Samuel Kojo Lawson
Ms Dorothy Awotwe Pratt
Nii Isaac Doku
Ms Emma Esi Donkoh

Position
Head Teacher
Proprietor
Head Teacher
Headmistress
Teacher
Headmistress

Telephone
0557521426
0244983669
0244520251
0203994465
0270375785
0208223254

Mr Illiasu Abdulai
Mrs Yacoba Fynn
Mrs Agnes Aweka

Head Teacher 0208993890
Headmistress 0244805812
Headmistress 0244095047

Mrs Emma Frimpong

Headmistress 0200195224

Mrs Joana Amo-Brown

Headmistress 0244779075

Ms Mercy Ampiah

Headmistress 0507877881

Mr Stephen Timpong

Teacher

Papa Bortsie Ampah
Ms Sabina Woode

Head Master 0542636096
Headmistress 0541751212

0243686806

Rev William K. Richardson Proprietor

0244538721

Mrs Sarah Dampson

Assist. Head

0244063869

Mr Theophylus Nyarko

Head Teacher 0202728077
0244085870
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Annex 3
Board of Directors
Name
Mr Andrew K. Asamoah

Address
Telephone
Executive Chairman, A& C Development
0244644810
Company, East Legon, Accra
Dr David Essaw
Senior Research Fellow and Water and
0243047354
Sanitation Specialist, Institute of Development
Studies, University of Cape Coast.
Dr Ebow Bannerman
Development Planning and Management
0244226973
Consultant, Planconsult, Accra
Prof, Raheem Kolawole
Centre for Sch. & Community Science & Tech.
0246469317
Studies, Univ. of Education, Winneba
Mrs Theresa Amu
Head, Dept. of Home Econs, University of
0202425803
Education, Winneba
Wonderful Baisie Ghartey Founder, Shape Attitude Ghana, Winneba
0509458481
Mr Amos Amamoo
Secretary to SHAPE, Assistant Registrar,
0242523150
0200231694
University of Education, Winneba
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ANNEX 4
List of Resource Persons
Name

Role

Mr Wonderful Baisie Ghartey, Founder

Director

Mr Andrew K. Asamoah, Executive Chairman, A&C
Development Company

Chief Advisor

Dr David Essaw, Research Fellow, UCC

Technical Advisor

Prof Kolawole Raheem, SACOST/UEW

Technical Advisor

Lord Nelson Ofori Addo,
Snr Graphic Designer, UEW

Design of posters, banners etc

Mr Eric Sekyere Appiah,
Snr Graphic Designer, UEW

Website Devpt. and maintenance

Ms Anna Obir-Bonney, Health Promotion Officer

Health Promotion

Ms Esther Ama Nyarkoa, Radio Presenter, Radio
Peace

Radio promotion

Mr Adu Agbomor, Radio Presenter, Radio Peace

Radio promotion

Mr Anamoah Mensah,
Radio Presenter, Radio Peace

Radio Promotion

Mr Kennedy Aboagye,
Freelance Environmentalist

Logistics

Ms Theresa Amu, Lecturer, UEW

Mobilisation

Mr Amos Amamoo,
Assistant Registrar, UEW

Logistics

Mrs Victoria Amissah Ghartey

Logistics
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Annex 5
List of 2017 donors
Date

Name

Address

Activity

13 Sept 2017

Theresa Amu

Dept. of Home Econs,
UEW, Winneba

Unspecified

13 Aug 2017

Angela Karmand

WHO, Geneva

Unspecified

13 Aug 2017

Anne Buckley

Challonge, France

Unspecified

13 Aug 2017

Paula Buckley

Dublin, Ireland

Unspecified

21 July 2017

B. Omane-Antwi
Consult

Chartered Accountants,
Accra

Audit fees

22 June 2017

Kofi Baisie Ghartey

Gilbert, USA

Unspecified

5 June 2017

Kafui and Linda
Kwamwa

Tarkwa

Unspecified

5 June 2017

Zoomlion Foundation

Accra

Zoomkids Club

17 May 2017

Jacob Quaye

HOSA, REG, Accra

Unspecified

25 April 2017

Maria Grant

GAFICS, Accra

Bins

25 April 2017

Gertrude Bonso-Bruce

GAFICS, Accra

Bins

4 April 2017

Utmost Konsult

Accra

RGD fee

27 March 2017

Innocentia Tsikata

GAFICS, Accra

Unspecified

28 Feb 2017

Andrew K. Asamoah

A&C Devpt Co. Ltd, East
Legon, Accra

Posters

16 Feb2017

Edmund Dogbe

GAFICS, Accra

Bins
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Annex 6
SHAPE ATTITUDE GHANA

2017 ACTIVITY PICTURES

Inauguration of GOPA Preparatory School Jukwa

GOPA PTA Executives and the GOPA School proprietor, Mr Amofa Appiah
fourth from right the Director of SHAPE Attitude Ghana, Wonderful Baisie
Ghartey and spouse, Victoria third and fourth from left.
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Christmas party organised for chidren by Radio Peace, Winneba,
where SHAPE Attitude Ghana was invited to address the children.

16

Pupils from the University Practice School displaying a
drama on environmental cleanliness
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Ms Aba Asher Quansah in charge of school
health at the Ghana Education Office, Apam,
at a sanitation and school health forum
organised by Radio Peace at Gomoa Ohua

Ms Anna Obir Bonney, Health Promotion
Officer from the Ministry of Health and
Director of SHAPE Attitude Ghana, Wonderful
Baisie Ghartey at the forum

Pupils listening to talks delivered by Ms Aba Quansah and
Director SHAPE Attitude
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Pupils from Ohua basic school and community members at the
forum organised by Radio Peace.

Personnel from Radio Peace, Winneba, Ghana Education Service,
Apam, Ghana Health Service and SHAPE Attitude Ghana.
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SHAPE Attitude Ghana at the College of Community Health
Nursing (CCHN)on sensitisation talk.
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Procession of school puplis and trainees from Gracelove Creations during the
third anniversary of SHAPE Attitude Ghana and World Environment Day (WED).

Prof Anamoah Mensah, top left, former Vice Chancellor of UEW and now Director of Institute for Educational
Research and Innovation Studies (IERIS), UEW and other dignitaries, including the Director of SHAPE Attitude
Ghana and Regional Director of Zoomlion who delivered speeches at the WED celebration on 5 June 2017
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Prof Raheem Kolawole of SACOST-UEW, top left; Mr Andrew K Asamoah
Jnr from A&C Development Co. bottom left and two others at the SHAPE
Attitude anniversary and World Environment Day celebrations.

Ms Adwoa Amofa, top left, represented the Municipal Chief Executive; the
Chief Fisherman top right and Coordinator of Zoomlion Foundation at the
WED and SHAPE Attitude Ghana third anniversary celebrations.
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Presentation of awards at the durbar of WED and
third anniversary SHAPE Attitude Ghana.

Presentation of SHAPE Attitude Ghana award to the neatest
taxi driver, Mr Francis Eduah, at the durbar.
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Performance by Ansarudeen Islamic School and Theatre Art-UEW at Shape
Attitude Ghana third anniversary celebrations.

Ms Joana Eshun Proprietor of Gracelove Creations
at the world environment and third Anniversary
celebration of Shape Attitude Ghana

Rev. Francis Odoom, Chairman of
Council of Churches-Winneba also
at the Durbar
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